Blazars are a highly-variable, radio-loud subclass of active galactic nuclei (AGN). In order to better understand such objects we must be able to easily identify candidate blazars from the growing population of unidentified sources. Working towards this goal we attempt to identify new γ-ray blazar candidates from a sample of 102 previously unidentified sources. These sources are selected from Astronomer's Telegrams and the literature on the basis of non-periodic variability and multi-wavelength behavior. We then attempt to associate these objects to an IR counterpart in the WISE all-sky survey. We are able to identify sixteen candidate sources whose IR colors are consistent with those of the blazar population. Of those sixteen, thirteen sources have IR colors indicative of being γ-ray emitting blazar candidates. These sources all possess archival multi-wavelength observations that support their blazar-like nature.
Introduction
Blazars are one of the most enigmatic classes of active galactic nuclei (AGN). The picture put forth by Blandford & Rees (1978) suggested that blazars are the rare occurrence in which a relativistic jet, fueled by the accretion of material onto the central engine of the AGN, is beamed directly along the observer's line of sight. Observationally, blazars are generally characterized by rapid and strong variability, high and variable polarization, and a host of relativistic effects including superluminal motion and frequencies enhanced by the Doppler effect (Urry & Padovani 1995) . They also show peculiar infrared (IR) colors (D'Abrusco et al. 2012; Massaro et al. 2011a ).
We can further divide blazars into two distinct subclasses: BL Lac objects and flat spectrum radio quasars. It is convenient to utilize the nomenclature of the Multi-wavelength Blazar catalogue (ROMA-BZ-CAT, Massaro et al. 2009; Massaro et al. 2010; Massaro et al. 2011b ). We label the BL Lac objects as BZB objects and the flat-spectrum radio quasars as BZQ objects. BZB objects are characterized by featureless optical spectra, with weak or no emission lines (e.g., Stickel et al. 1991; Stoke et al. 1991) . They also show a broadly peaked spectral energy distribution (SED) which appear to have two primary components: the first peaking in the IR to X-ray range and the second peaking in the γ-rays up to TeV energies (e.g., Padovani & Giommi 1995) . BZQ objects are characterized by broad emission lines typical of the quasar optical spectra, with the high energy SED component peaking in the MeV-GeV range. Blazars which have insufficient data available to make this distinction are named "blazars of uncertain type (BZU)" (Massaro et al. 2011b ).
Blazars feature high luminosity continua dominated by non-thermal emission. This emission extends from the radio to TeV γ-rays. As a matter of fact, blazars are the largest known population of γ-ray sources (e.g., Hartman et al. 1999; Abdo et al. 2010a) . As a result, they are the dominant contributor to the extragalactic γ-ray background (e.g., Mukherjee et al. 1997; Abdo et al. 2010b) . Additionally, blazars are commonly detected in IR sky surveys. This was noted early on by the InfraRed Astronomical Satellite (IRAS, e.g., Impey et al. 1988) and Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP, e.g., Giommi et al. 2007; Giommi et al. 2009 ). Recent work with the Planck (Giommi et al. 2012 ) and HERSCHEL (González-Nuevo et al. 2010) observatories confirms this result.
Making use of the preliminary data release of the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE ) (see Wright et al. 2010 , for more details), Massaro et al. (2011a) found that γ-ray emitting blazars occupy a distinct region of the 3-dimensional IR color-color space. This region is well separated from other extragalactic sources, particularly those dominated by thermal emission. (see also D'Abrusco et al. 2012 ).
Based on this discovery, a new association procedure was developed (D'Abrusco et al. 2012; Massaro et al. 2012b ) in order to search for γ-ray blazar candidates. This allowed one to search for γ-ray blazar candidates among the unidentified γ-ray sources present in the second FERMI LAT catalog (2FGL; Nolan et al. 2012 ). This association procedure was also successfully applied to the 4 th INTEGRAL catalog (Massaro et al. 2012c ).
There have been several recent improvements to the association procedure, including a more conservative approach based on the WISE full archive 1 available since March 2012 (see also Cutri et al. 2012; D'Abrusco et al. 2013; Massaro et al. 2013) . In the following, we will make use of the nomenclature proposed in D' Abrusco et al. (2013) . Specifically, we refer to the region occupied by γ-ray emitting blazars in the 3-dimensional WISE IR color space as the locus. We refer to its 2-dimensional projection in the [3.4]-[4.6]- [12] µm color-color diagram as the WISE Gamma-ray Strip.
In this paper, we present our application of the WISE association procedure to a sample of 102 sources selected from the literature. Section 2 presents the details of our sample selection and a source-by-source analysis. Section 3 summarizes our findings for this sample and presents our comments on the general efficiency of this method as applied to larger datasets. The IR colors and WISE magnitudes of each source can be found in Table 1 . An IR color-color plot comparing the location of these candidate blazars with the known population of γ-ray blazars is shown in Figure 1 . The angular separations between counterparts are reported in Table 2 found in Appendix A. The complete sample of sources can be found in Appendix B.
Searching for Gamma-Ray Blazars

The Association Method
In this paper, we investigate whether or not transient sources recently reported in The Astronomer's Telegrams (ATels) 2 can be associated to WISE counterparts whose IR colors are consistent with those of γ-ray blazars. Specifically, we searched the entire ATel database looking for sources that showed high-energy non-periodic variability. We also took into account any multifrequency archival observations. We then excluded sources that had already been identified since the ATel publication date. This produced a sample of 102 objects. The complete list of objects in this sample can be found in Appendix B. We should note that variability by itself is a common and very powerful method used when hunting for blazars (see e.g. Ruan et al. 2012) .
We then applied our association method to the sources in our sample to determine if there exists a low-energy counterpart showing IR colors consistent with the locus of blazars in the WISE color space. The WISE survey operated at 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 µm with a typical positional uncertainty of ∼1 ′′ (see Wright et al. 2010 , for more details).
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The identification of candidate blazars was performed using the original association method discussed in D' Abrusco et al. (2013) . This method is based on the largest available sample of bona fide blazars, the ROMA BZCat (Massaro et al. 2009; Massaro et al. 2010; Massaro et al. 2011b) , which have been reliably associated to γ-ray sources listed in the 2FGL catalog. D 'Abrusco et al. (2012) found that this sample of γ-ray emitting blazars is located in a distinct region of the three-dimensional WISE color space (see The locus is best modeled in the three-dimensional space generated by the Principal Components (PC) of the color distribution for γ-ray emitting blazars (see D'Abrusco et al. 2013 for details). The association method, based on 3D modeling of the locus in the PC space, evaluates the compatibility of a generic WISE source with the geometric model of the locus in the 3D PC space by comparing their relative positions. The method also takes into account the uncertainties on each WISE color and provides a finer classification of candidate blazars (i.e. BZB or BZQ). The performance of the association method, expressed in terms of its purity and completeness as a function of WISE colors and sky coordinates, has been evaluated and discussed in D' Abrusco et al. (2013) .
Using this methodology, we were able to identify thirteen γ-ray blazar candidates from the original sample of 102. There are three additional sources whose IR colors are consistent with the blazar population but not specifically with the locus occupied by γ-ray emitting blazars (see D'Abrusco et al. 2012; D'Abrusco et al. 2013; Massaro et al. 2013 ). However, their peculiar multifrequency properties are consistent with blazar-like sources.
We searched for additional multifrequency observations of our candidates from the following databases. When looking for radio counterparts we searched the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) , the VLA Faint Images of the Radio Sky at TwentyCentimeters (FIRST; White et al. 1997) , Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS; Mauch et al. 2003 ) and the The Australia Telescope 20 GHz Survey (AT20G; Murphy et al. 2010 ).
NVSS and FIRST both operate at 1.4 GHz with typical positional uncertainties of ∼5-7 ′′ and ∼1-2 ′′ , respectively. SUMSS operates at 843 MHz with a positional uncertainty of ∼8 ′′ . Lastly, AT20G operates at 20 GHz with a positional uncertainty of ∼1 ′′ .
We were able to identify counterparts in the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) by using the previous associations included in the standard WISE catalogue (see Cutri et al. 2012) . We then searched for potential optical counterparts, with a particular focus on those with available spectroscopic data. We made use of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS DR9; e.g. Adelman et al. 2008; Pâris et al. 2012) , which operates in the u,g,r,i and z bands with a typical positional error of ∼2 ′′ .
We then searched for high energy counterparts by looking in X-ray survey missions. In the soft X-rays we use the ROSAT all-sky catalogue (Voges et al. 1999) . This allows us to look for detections in the 0.1-2 keV band with a positional uncertainty of ∼12 ′′ . We identified potential γ-ray counterparts by searching the 2FGL (e.g. Ackermann et al. 2011; Nolan et al. 2012) . We looked for detections at the 95% level of confidence, which is ∼0.1
• across the 30 MeV -30 GeV band.
We also made use of the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED) 4 for additional resources and information about previous work on these sources.
γ-Ray Blazar Candidates
We found thirteen sources in the transient ATels list that have multi-wavelength characteristics consistent with γ-ray blazar behavior. They can be associated with a WISE counterpart with IR colors that fall within the locus of γ-ray blazars.
1RXS J002159.2-514028
The unidentified X-ray source 1RXS J002159.2-514028 was identified as a potential BL Lac candidate (Mahony et al. 2010) . The source has several suggested counterparts. It is associated with the radio source SUMSS J002159-514025 (Mauch et al. 2003) . The SWIFT master catalogue indicates that there are also two X-ray sources associated with 1RXS J002159.2-514028. Both have recently been observed by the SWIFT XRT, UVOT, and BAT instruments 5 (Cusumano et al. 2010 ).
Follow-up analysis was performed using our association procedure on the radio coordinates. Considering an area consistent with the 2 ′′ error radius in the SUMSS catalogue, we identify the unique candidate WISE source, WISE J002200.08-514024.2 as the IR counterpart to 1RXS J002159.2-514028. Its WISE IR colors are consistent with those of BL Lac objects.
The IR position of WISE J002200.08-514024.2 is consistent (0 ′′ .3 offset) with the NVSS coordinates of 1RXS J002159.2-514028 (Condon et al. 1998) . A 2MASS counterpart, 2MASS 00220011-5140242, is located 0 ′′ .3 from the WISE coordinates. This 2MASS source was perviously associated with 1RXS J002159.2-514028 by Haakonsen & Rutledge (2009) .
Within the 2FGL catalogue, 2FGL J0022.3-5141 is the closest γ-ray source to the IR coordinates. The source lies 3 ′ .7 from the WISE position of 1RXS J002159.2-514028, lying within the uncertainty positional region at the 95% level of confidence as reported in the 2FGL, indicating the existence of a γ-ray counterpart to 1RXS J002159.2-514028.
On the basis of its IR colors, coupled with the existence of several multi-wavelength counterparts we conclude that WISE J002200.08-514024.2 is associated with the BL Lac object 1RXS J002159.2-514028, alias SUMSS J002159-514025.
1RXS J013106.4+612035
The X-ray source 1RXS J013106.4+612035 discovered by ROSAT has been associated with the low energy counterpart NVSS J013107+612033 ). This radio source shows a single side relativistic jet . The optical spectrum is featureless (Martí et al. 2004) . A detected Na I interstellar absorption feature suggests that this object could be highly reddened (Martí et al. 2004 ).
According to both the 2LAC catalogue and the 2FGL, the γ-ray source 2FGL J0131.1+6121 has been associated with 1RXS J013106.4+612035, and classified as an Active Galactic Nucleus of Uncertain type (e.g. Ackermann et al. 2011; Nolan et al. 2012) Searching a region corresponding to the γ-ray positional uncertainty at the 95% level of confidence, we found that the IR source WISE J013107.22+612033.4 is the unique candidate counterpart for 2FGL J0131.1+612. Its IR colors are consistent with those of γ-ray emitting blazars.
The IR position of WISE J013107.22+612033.4 is consistent with the radio position of NVSS J013107+612033 lying only 0 ′′ .7 from the NVSS position (Condon et al. 1998 ) and within the 7 ′′ positional uncertainty reported for 1RXS J013106.4+612035 (Voges et al. 1999 ).
The source is associated with the 2MASS counterpart 2MASS 01310723+6120334. The association between the X-ray and the 2MASS sources was also found by Haakonsen & Rutledge (2009) .
On the basis of the peculiar IR colors of WISE J013107.22+612033.4 coupled with the optical spectrum found in literature and its X-ray and radio counterparts, we conclude that the WISE source is the unique candidate counterpart associated with the γ-ray blazar 1RXS J013106.4+612035, alias NVSS J013107+612033.
IGR J02341+0228
The unidentified INTEGRAL source IGR J02341+0228 has been associated with the quasar QSO B0231+022 (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006). We consider the radio source NVSS J023348+022924 as the primary radio counterpart (Condon et al. 1998 ). An optical counterpart exists in the Palomar Prime Focus Universal Extragalactic Instrument (PFUEI) CCD survey (Schmidt et al. 1986 ).
The radio counterpart is associated to the ROSAT source 1RXS J023349.3+022933. There is no γ-ray source associated with this NVSS source in the 2LAC catalogue or the 2FGL.
We identify the IR source WISE J023349.19+022925.1 as the unique candidate counterpart to QSO B0231+022 and verify that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart are consistent with those of γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE source position is positionally consistent (1 ′′ .3 offset) with the position of QSO B0231+022. It is also positionally consistent (3 ′′ .2 offset) with the radio coordinates for NVSS J023348+022924. Additionally, there is a 2MASS counterpart, 2MASS J02334920+0229251, located 0 ′′ .1 from the WISE position. We note that this 2MASS counterpart and ROSAT counterpart had been previously associated by Haakonsen & Rutledge (2009) .
On the basis of the distinct IR colors of WISE J023349.19+022925.1, coupled with the presence of associated multifrequency counterparts found in literature we conclude that the IR source WISE J023349.19+022925.1 is associated with the γ-ray blazar QSO B0231+022, alias IGR J02341+0228.
CRATES J0531-4827
The FERMI γ-ray source 2FGL J0532.0-4826 was discovered in the vicinity of the radio source CRATES J0531-4827, alias SUMSS J053158-482737, by Cannon et al. (2010) . The object is a known flat-radio spectrum source (Healey et al. 2007 ). The authors reported that the gamma-ray emission was indicative of flaring, the type of variability most strongly associated with blazar-like activity. Indeed, this object is a previously known candidate blazar (Abdo et al. 2010a) and is identified as an AGN of uncertain type in the 2FGL catalogue (Ackermann et al. 2011 ). The source is also present in the ROSAT catalogue, being associated with the X-ray object 1RXS J053159.9-482751.
The IR colors of the WISE counterpart, WISE J053158.61-482736.0, associated with SUMSS J053158-482737 are consistent with those of γ-ray emitting blazars.
The ROSAT source,1RXS J053159.9-482751, associated with the radio position is offset from the WISE coordinates by 19 ′′ .7. It is offset from the FERMI source by 1 ′ .2. This is still consistent with the FERMI error circle at the 95% confidence level. There is no associated 2MASS source for this object.
On the basis of its distinct IR colors coupled with the multifrequency observations we confirm that WISE J053158.61-482736.0 is the unique IR counterpart of the γ-ray blazar CRATES J0531-4827, alias SUMSS J053158-482737.
NVSS J053942+143345
The detection of an unidentified FERMI LAT γ-ray source, positionally consistent with the radio source TXS 0536+145, alias NVSS J053942+143345, was first reported by Orienti et al. (2012) . The source is not present in the 2FGL catalogue. NVSS J053942+143345 is a known candidate blazar (Sowards-Emmerd et al. 2005 ) of unknown redshift.
The source has no counterpart in the ROSAT catalogue. The SWIFT catalogue indicates three sources associated with TXS 0536+145, alias NVSS J053942+143345. The most probably counterpart, SWXRT J053942.4+143346, can be clearly seen in the SWIFT image.
It lies 1
′′ from the NVSS position.
Running our association procedure, we verified that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart, WISE J053942.37+143345.5 associated with NVSS J053942+143345, are consistent with those of γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE coordinates are positionally consistent (0 ′′ .3 offset) with the VLBI coordi-nates and are separated from the original FERMI source by 1 ′ .8. There is a single 2MASS source, 2MASS J05394237+1433455, which is 0 ′′ .1 offset from the WISE coordinates.
On the basis of the unique IR colors of WISE J053942.37+143345.5, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature, we conclude that it is the IR counterpart of the γ-ray blazar NVSSJ053942+143345.
1RXS J072259.5-073131
The unidentified ROSAT object, 1RXS J072259.5-073131, has been identified as the high-energy counterpart to the radio source NVSS J072259-073135 ). The radio structure shows a curiously bent one-sided relativistic radio jet . The optical spectrum reported by Matri et al. (2004) is devoid of any strong features. The source does not have a counterpart in the 2FGL catalogue.
Running our association procedure, we verified that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart,WISE J072259.68-073135.0 associated with 1RXS J072259.5-073131, are consistent with those of γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE coordinates are located 1 ′′ from the NVSS position and 4 ′′ .5 from the ROSAT coordinates. The WISE catalogue indicates a 2MASS counterpart, 2MASS 07225968-0731347, located 0 ′′ .3 from the WISE coordinates. We note, also in this case, the previously identified association between the 2MASS and ROSAT sources by Haakonsen & Rutledge (2009) .
On the basis of the unique IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature, we conclude that the source WISE J072259.68-073135.0 is the IR counterpart to the BL Lac object 1RXS J072259.5-073131, alias NVSS J072259-073135.
CSS100408:073324+365005
The Catalina Real-time Transient Survey (CRTS, see e.g., Drake et al. 2012) 6 reported a radio flare by CSS100408:073324+365005, alias GB6 B0730+3657, in April 2010 (Mahabal et al. 2010) . The flare coordinates are associated with the radio source NVSS J073324+365004. The peak apparent magnitude of the flare was ∼17.7 magnitude in the V-band. Follow up optical analysis by Djorgovski et al. (2010) using the optical spectrum from Keck showed an [O II] 3737 emission line and 4000Å break indicating a spectroscopic redshift of z=1.235 ).
The source does not appear to have any known high-energy counterparts. There are no SWIFT sources within 20 ′ of the radio position. We searched the 2FGL catalogue finding the nearest FERMI source to be ∼4
• from the NVSS coordinates.
We verified that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart,WISE J073324.38+365004.5, associated with NVSS J073324+365004 are consistent with those of γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE source is positionally consistent (1 ′′ .1 offset) with the NVSS coordinates, indicating a good association with the radio counterpart. There is no identified 2MASS counterpart to the WISE source.
On the basis of the peculiar IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature we conclude that the source WISE J073324.38+365004.5 is the IR counterpart of the γ-ray blazar NVSS J073324+365004.
B3 0819+408
The radio source B3 0819+408, alias NVSS J082257+ 404149, has been previously classified as a quasar and is a candidate blazar (see e.g. Young et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2011) . It is identified as a flat-spectrum radio source. The source has an optical counterpart in the SDSS Data Release 9 (Pâris et al. 2012 ). The source SDSS J082257.55+404149.8 is identified as a broad-line QSO.
The source has an X-ray counterpart in the XMM source catalogue, 2XMM J082257.6+ 404149. Searching within the 2FGL catalogue, we note that B3 0819+408 is a known counterpart to the FERMI source 2FGL J0823.0+4041. It is classified as an AGN of uncertain type.
We verified that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart associated with NVSS J082257+ 404149 are consistent with those of the γ-ray emitting blazars. Searching a patch of sky consistent with the 1 ′′ NVSS error circle we identify the WISE source, WISE J082257.55+404149.8, as the unique candidate IR counterpart to B3 0819+408.
The WISE position is positionally consistent (0 ′′ .6 offset) with the VLBA coordinates. It is offset from the XMM coordinates by 0 ′′ .6. The separation between the FERMI counterpart and WISE position is 1 ′′ .4. The WISE catalogue does not indicate the presence of a 2MASS counterpart.
On the basis of the unique IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature we conclude that the source WISE J082257.55+404149.8 is the unique IR counterpart to the γ-ray blazar B3 0819+408, alias NVSS J082257+404149.
1RXS J130737.8-425940
The unidentified X-ray source 1RXS J130737.8-425940, has been associated with the source 2FGL J1307.5-4300, identified as an AGN of uncertain type in 2FGL. The radio counterpart is SUMSS J130737-425940. 1RXS J130737.8-425940 is detected in several high-energy catalogues. The SWIFT catalogue indicates that there is one X-ray source associated 1RXS J130737.8-425940. The γ-ray source 2FGL J1307.5-4300, lies 0 ′ .8 from 1RXS J130737.8-425940. This is within the 3 ′ positional uncertainty region at the 95% level of confidence for FERMI and indicates a γ-ray counterpart to 1RXS J130737.8-425940.
Searching an area corresponding to the 10 ′′ ROSAT error circle we identify the IR source WISE J130737.98-425938.9 as the unique counterpart to 1RXS J130737.8-425940. We verified the counterpart has IR colors consistent with γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE source is offset from the SUMSS coordinates by 2 ′′ .9, this is just outside the 2 ′′ error circle. There is a 2MASS counterpart, 2MASS 13073797-4259389, located 0 ′′ .2 from the WISE coordinates, that has been previously associated with 1RXS J130737.8-425940 by Haakonsen et al. (2009) .
On the basis of the unique IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature we conclude that the source WISE J130737.98-425938.9 is the unique IR counterpart to the blazar 1RXS J130737.8-425940, alias the γ-ray source 2FGL J1307.5-4300.
PMN J1532-1319
The detection of a γ-ray flare by FERMI LAT, associated with the radio source TXS 1530-131, alias PMNJ1532-1319, was first reported by Gasparrini et al. (2011) . The radio source has a known optical counterpart in the Candidate Gamma Ray Blazar Survey (CGRaBS), with an apparent magnitude of 22.2 in the R-band (Healey et al. 2008 ). The object is identified as a flat-spectrum radio source in NED.
The SWIFT catalog indicates a potential counterpart, SWXRT J153245.7-131909, 5
′′ .1 from the radio position. The catalogue indicates the source has been previously associated with PMN J1532-1319.
We applied our association procedure, searching for potential IR candidate counterparts to the FERMI flare. We were able to identify two WISE sources positionally consistent with the FERMI LAT coordinates and verified that both of these candidate sources have IR colors characteristic of γ-ray detected blazars. WISE J153245.37-131910.0 is positionally consistent (1 ′′ offset) with the VLBA coordinates. The other candidate, WISE J153355.64-132607.9, is offset from the radio coordinates by 0
• .3. Thus WISE J153245.37-131910.0 is the more probable IR candidate counterpart to PMN J1532-1319. There is no 2MASS counterpart.
On the basis of the unique IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature, we conclude that WISE J153245.37-131910.0, is the unique IR counterpart of the γ-ray blazar PMN J1532-1319.
NVSS J191320-363019
The detection of a gamma-ray flare by FERMI LAT, positionally consistent with the radio source VCS4 J1913-3630, alias NVSS J191320-363019, was first reported by Donato et al. (2010) . The detection of flaring activity by FERMI is consistent with blazar-like activity. The source is identified in NED as a flat spectrum radio source of unknown redshift.
Searching the high-energy catalogues we find no counterparts in the SWIFT master catalogue within a 5 ′ radius. Likewise, the nearest ROSAT source is 4 ′ .8 away. There is no associated γ-ray counterpart in the 2FGL.
We verified, via our association procedure, that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart, WISE J191320.89-363019.5, associated with NVSS J191320-363019 are consistent with those of the γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE coordinates are strongly positionally consistent (0 ′′ .5 offset) with the NVSS coordinates (Condon et al. 1998 ). There is no associated 2MASS source for this object.
On the basis of its distinctive IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature, we conclude that WISE J191320.89-363019.5, is the unique IR counterpart of the γ-ray blazar, NVSS J191320-363019.
NVSS J222329+010226
The unidentified radio source NVSS J222329+010226 does not appear in any other radio catalogues nor is there an associated counterpart in the SDSS DR9 catalogue.
We investigated the high-energy catalogues for a counterpart. The nearest SWIFT sources are ∼ 5 ′ from the NVSS coordinates. There are no nearby ROSAT or Chandra sources. The object does have a γ-ray counterpart. The source, 2FGL J2223.4+0104, is located 1 ′ .94 from the radio coordinates and has been previously associated with NVSS J222329+010226.
We verified that the IR colors of WISE J222329.56+010226.7, associated with NVSS J222329+010226, are consistent with those of the γ-ray emitting blazars. The WISE coordinates are positionally consistent (0 ′′ .4 offset) with the NVSS coordinates. The WISE source is offset from the FERMI source by 1 ′ .9. This is within the positional uncertainty region at the 95% level of confidence reported in the 2FGL. The WISE catalogue does not indicate the existence of a 2MASS counterpart.
On the basis of its unique IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature we conclude that WISE J222329.56+010226.7, is the unique IR counterpart of the γ-ray blazar, NVSS J222329+010226.
PMN J2258-8246
The unidentified radio source PMN J2258-8246, alias SUMSS J225759-824650, has been identified as a potential γ-ray blazar candidate (Abdo et al. 2010a ). The source does not appear in any other radio or optical surveys.
The object does appear in several high-energy catalogues. The SWIFT catalog indicates that PMN J2258-8246 has been observed by the SWIFT XRT, UVOT, and BAT instruments. The SWIFT position is consistent (1 ′′ .1 offset) with the SUMSS coordinates.
Within the 2FGL catalogue, the closest γ-ray source, 2FGL J2259.0-8254, lies 7 ′ .8 from the SUMSS position. This is on the edge of the 7 ′ positional uncertainty region at the 95% level of confidence, indicating a possible γ-ray counterpart to PMN J2258-8246.
We verified that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart, WISE J225759.01-824652.5 associated with PMN J2258-8246, are consistent with those of the γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE position is consistent (2 ′′ offset) with the SUMSS coordinates. They are also consistent with the FERMI position, being offset by 7 ′ .7. The WISE catalogue indicates a 2MASS counterpart, 2MASS J22575948-8246531, located 1 ′′ .1 from the WISE coordinates.
On the basis of its peculiar IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature, we conclude that WISE J225759.01-824652.5,is the unique IR counterpart to the γ-ray blazar, PMN J2258-8246 alias
Alternate Blazar-Like Sources
Among our sample we found three sources that display multi-wavelength behavior indicative of blazars, but whose WISE counterparts feature IR colors only consistent with those of the general blazar population, but not specifically with the locus of γ-ray blazars. Here we discuss these sources in detail.
1RXS J001442.2+580201
The unidentified X-ray source 1RXS J001442.2+580201 has been identified as the highenergy counterpart to the radio source NVSS J001441+580202 . The radio structure clearly shows the presence of double-sided jets . The optical spectrum is completely featureless. The source appears to be optically variable (Martí et al. 2004 ).
We verified that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart associated with 1RXS J001442.2+ 580201 are consistent with those of the blazar population. However, they are not consistent with the locus occupied by γ-ray emitting blazars. We identify the source WISE J001442.11+580201.2 as the unique IR counterpart to 1RXS J001442.2+580201. The IR colors are similar to BZB objects (Massaro et al. 2012a; D'Abrusco et al. 2012; D'Abrusco et al. 2013 ).
Its position is consistent with the radio counterpart, lying only 0 ′′ .1 from the NVSS position (Condon et al. 1998) . This is well within the 3 ′′ error radius as reported by Parades et al. (2002) .
The WISE catalogue lists no associated 2MASS source for this object. The nearest object in 2FGL lies 3
• .3 from the WISE coordinates.
On the basis of our IR color analysis, combined with the optical spectrum found in literature and the presence of radio and X-ray counterparts, we conclude that the WISE source WISE J001442.11+580201.2, is associated with the BL Lac object 1RXS J001442.2+580201, alias NVSS J001441+580202.
1RXS J032521.8-563543
The unidentified X-ray source 1RXS J032521.8-563543 has been previously identified as an AGN of uncertain type in recent surveys (Abdo et al. 2010a; Mahony et al. 2010; Ackermann et al. 2011) . The source has been associated with the low energy counterpart SUMSS J032523-563545 (Mahony et al. 2010) . It has also been associated with the known flat-spectrum radio source CRATES J032523.52-563544.3 (Healey et al. 2007 ).
1RXS J032521.8-563543 is also detected in other high-energy catalogues. The SWIFT catalogue indicates that there is a unique X-ray source associated with the radio counterpart of 1RXS J032521.8-563543. The closest gamma-ray source, reported in 2FGL, 2FGL J0325.1-5635, lies 1 ′ .5 from the ROSAT position of 1RXS J032521.8-563543. This source is indicated as an AGN of uncertain type and a known γ-ray counterpart to 1RXS J032521.8-563543.
The X-ray source has been associated with the 2MASSX Extended Source 2MASSX 03252346-5635443. There is also a point source 2MASS counterpart, 2MASS 03252353-5635446. These associations make it easy to identify the WISE counterpart as WISE J032523.51-563544.6. Its IR colors are consistent with those of the blazar population but not specifically with the locus occupied by γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE source is positionally consistent (0 ′′ .5 offset) with the 2MASSX coordinates. It is separated from the X-ray coordinates by 14 ′′ , just outside the 10 ′′ ROSAT 1σ error circle. The offset between the WISE and FERMI coordinates is 1 ′ .8. This is within the positional uncertainty region at the 95% level of confidence for FERMI data.
On the basis of the unique IR colors of WISE J032523.51-563544.6, coupled with the presence of associated multifrequency counterparts found in literature we conclude that the source is associated with the γ-ray blazar 2FGL J0325.1-5635, alias 1RXS J032521.8-563543 and SUMSS J032523-563545.
FERMI J1717-5156
The discovery of the FERMI LAT transient gamma-ray source FERMI J1717-5156 was first reported by Schinzel et al. (2012) . The authors indicated the unidentified radio source PMN J1717-5155 is a potential counterpart to the FERMI transient. Using flux density measurements from Wright et al. (1994) and Murphy et al. (2007) they found the source to have a nearly flat radio spectrum with α = 0.5 (Schinzel et al. 2012) . Spectroscopic observations identified broad emissions lines for C [III] (λ = 1909Å) and Mg II (λ = 2798Å) at a redshift of z = 1.158, consistent with the sources blazar-like nature (Chomiuk et al. 2013 ).
Follow-up observations were performed by SWIFT XRT/UVOT. The XRT observations identified a likely x-ray counterpart to the γ-ray source. Three other potential counterparts in the FERMI error circle at the 95% level of confidence were also identified. The UVOT observations revealed the presence of potential optical variability. Details of these observations can be found in Lu et al. (2012) and . The source does not appear in the 2FGL.
Our association procedure found that the IR colors of the WISE counterpart, WISE J171734.65-515532.0 associated with FERMI J1717-5156, are consistent with those of the general blazar population but not the distinct locus of γ-ray emitting blazars.
The WISE source is found to be positionally consistent (13 ′′ offset) with the PMN coordinates. It is located 1 ′′ .8 from the primary SWIFT XRT counterpart (Lu et al. 2012 ). There is no 2MASS counterpart.
On the basis of the distinctive IR colors, coupled with the multifrequency observations available in the literature we conclude that WISE J171734.65-515532.0, is the unique IR candidate counterpart of the γ-ray blazar FERMI J1717-5156, alias PMN J1717-5155.
Summary and Conclusions
We have presented a detailed discussion of the multi-wavelength counterparts for sixteen candidate blazars. We were able to identify 13 γ-ray blazar candidates associated via our WISE procedure. We also identified three additional blazar-like sources. This sub-sample was selected from a larger sample of 102 variable sources. Sources were selected on the basis of variability (a key blazar feature) as reported in the Astronomer's Telegrams and literature. Candidates were selected from this sample by identifying an IR counterpart with colors consistent with the locus of γ-ray emitting blazars in the WISE color-color space.
The general properties of the sample can be summed up as follows:
1. Thirteen of the sixteen candidate sources have IR colors consistent with the population of γ-ray emitting blazars (see Figure 1) . The remaining three have IR colors consistent with the blazar population, but not specifically the locus of γ-ray blazars.
2. Only four of the sources in our sub-sample have been previously identified as candidate active galaxies, specifically QSOs. A further four have been identified as galaxies. This is in agreement with nearby BZB objects since in many cases we can only see their host galaxy via optical spectroscopy. Thus, we have been able to confirm the nature of these objects as well as provide a refined candidate classification for the remaining sources.
3. The existence of a radio counterpart is ubiquitous in the sample. All sixteen of the sources can be associated with strong radio emission detected in existing surveys. Blazars are, by definition, radio-loud objects so the fact that all of our candidates have a radio counterpart is encouraging.
4. Five of the sixteen sources can be associated with an optical counterpart. Of those five, three have available spectroscopic data. The available spectra display features consistent with those expected for blazars.
5. Eleven of the sixteen sources can be associated with an X-ray counterpart. The X-ray sources are almost universally from all-sky surveys like ROSAT or SWIFT pointed observations. We expect blazars to emit across the whole electromagnetic spectrum, and in particular they are well known X-ray sources. This is confirmed by our findings.
6. We were able to identify potential FERMI γ-ray counterparts in the 2FGL for exactly half of the sub-sample (8 out of 16). Given that our sources were selected due to having IR colors consistent with γ-ray blazars, we expect the other nine sources to have currently uncatalogued γ-ray counterparts.
This association method can only be used to produce a list of γ-ray blazar candidates. Follow-up spectroscopic observations must be made in order to confirm the blazar nature of these sources. The presence and strength of optical lines is one of the primary observational necessities to both confirm the source as a blazar and assign a specific classification (e.g. BZB vs. BZQ).
We were able to identify thirteen new candidate γ-ray blazars and three blazar-like sources, with only four previously known, indicating that the IR colors is potentially both predictive and efficient to recognize non-thermal emission. This is especially valuable in the era of large time-resolved optical surveys such as PanSTARRS and, even more so, LSST.
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